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A   Quarterly  Newsletter  of  Items of  Interest  to  Members  and  Friends  of the  MACDONALDS OF CLANRANALD

EYE WITNESS ACCOUNT OF ’45 DISCOVERED
   
   A copy of a journal by "A Highland officer in the Prince's army" was
published in 1817 in what is known as the 'Lockhart Papers'. Since then it 
has been one of the principal texts for scholars of the history of the ’45.
   However, scholars have always been in pursuit of the original 
manuscript, and in 2006 two individuals spotted something in the 
Drambuie Collection, then being exhibited in a London gallery. They 
suspected it was the same journal that had appeared amongst the 
Lockhart papers, telling of the day Prince Charles Edward Stuart (Bonnie 
Prince Charlie) landed in Scotland in 1745.
   The full manuscript presents a remarkable personal view of the Jacobite 
rebellion up to the Battle of Culloden itself. More precious in a way than 
any work of art from that period, it follows the Prince’s actions afterwards 
through various hiding places in the West and to his eventual escape back 
to France and exile. But for 190 years scholars were unaware that this 
valuable manuscript still existed, although it became part of the Drambuie 
Collection not all that long ago, it was not recognized for the invaluable, 
treasured document it is. More recently, historians have become more and more convinced that the 
writer of the original journal was Alexander (Alastair) MacDonald, the great bard of the MacDonalds, and 
one who was famous in his own time as a genius of Gaelic poetry and writings.
   That’s Charlie there (up right) who Alastair faithfully served. We’ll have more on this fascinating Gaelic 
Bard, his life of service and extraordinary literary contributions in a later issue.

TOP MARKS AS JUNIOR ACHIEVER
Led by Angus MacDonald, son of Bea and John, a team of high school students 
has taken the top prize in a recent provincial marketing skills competition. The four-
person team designed, sourced and marketed a glove designed specifically to 
allow the wearer to text and use a cell phone while wearing it. They have had sales 
of their glove and, immediately after being declared champions, received an order 
for 100 units from Rogers Communications, one of Canada’s top cable and 
communications company. MacDonald’s company is already profitable!
Called Texxtens, their pitch to a high profile panel of national experts beat out three 
other excellent finalists to be declared top provincial team in the Junior 
Achievement of Nova Scotia Pitch It! competition. MacDonald admitted that, while 
he “was confident in what we had” the stiff competition had him crossing his 
fingers during the event.
The judging panel, including Amanda Lang, senior business correspondent for the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), contained several major decision 
makers from various commercial sectors. All admitted difficulty in choosing the 

ultimate winner stressing how well prepared and professional all the students were and how detailed were their 
presentations. The Texxtens group will travel to Toronto in the near future. There they will enjoy a special, private 
dinner with famed member of the national television hit, Dragons’ Den, Arlene Dickinson, CEO of Venture 
Communications, a highly successful marketing company.
MacDonald and his teammates, Connor Miller, Elizabeth Pace and Travis Comeau, will stick with the product 
and continue “repurposing gloves” in the immediate future. “We work well together”, says our budding 
entrepreneur. Angus is pictured above in his office at home in Purcell’s Cove, a Halifax suburb.
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HELP NOT FORTHCOMING......YET!
   Well, there has been some positive feedback since our last issue. Along with many kind words 
about seeing ourselves in print and the pleasure of learning little bits and pieces about the Clan, 
there were a couple of encouraging promises of further participation in providing material for this 
publication. However, the promises have been just that....promises, so far. We have received no 
concrete submissions that might find their way into the newsletter.
   This is unfortunate for several reasons, not the least being the fact that it would ease the burden on 
this aging writer if his duties were somewhat reduced - to editing what is written rather than writing 
every piece himself. The task of researching and writing is enjoyable but very time-consuming, as 
you can well imagine, and to add this to the many assignments I have on the go these days requires 
much extra effort. 
    There are any number of things you could contribute. Try drawings, jokes, questions, statements, 
stories, history, photos; the main thing is that you make some practical contribution. This newsletter is 
not intended to be the personal notebook of the Editor but is intended to provoke discussion and 
interest in our Clan. And, that interest is not directed only at family members but to their friends and 
others who might have an interest in hearing something, from time to time, about the greatest of the 
Highland families. So, spread the news. Generate more readers. We are not yet convinced our time  
is being spent on “a useful venture”. 

LETTERS AND COMMENTS
 Editor:

   (Although) I did not organize the get 
together, I phoned everyone after Dad had 
his stroke and said when I was going “down 
home”.  A couple of us would be there at the 
same time anyway.  
   I thought of going at a separate time so 
that Mom and Dad would have visitors 
spread out over the summer, but we don't all 
get together at the same time any more - not 
since my wedding - so I went.  
   Everyone was there - wives, girlfriends, 
boyfriends, all of the grandchildren and a few 
dogs.  It was great to see everyone together 
at once.
-Pat King

Ed.: Pat King is Patsy-Anne Porter (MacDonald), 
daughter of Mary (MacDonald) and Milton Porter. The 
family is shown in front of the old family home in 
Pictou this past Summer (though Mary absented 
herself from the photo) which appears on page 3.

Here are a few simple phrases along with an 
indication of their pronunciation and their English 
meaning. There are courses and assistance from a 
myriad of Internet sources in Canada and abroad. 
- A bheil Gàidhlig agaibh? (uh vil GAH-lik 
AH-kiv) Do you speak Gaelic?
- Tha, beagan (hah, BECK-un) Yes, a little.

- Dè an t-ainm a tha oirbh? (Jeh un TAH-
num uh HAW-ruv?) What's your name?
- S mise.....(insert your name)." (SMIH-shuh...) 

My name is...Alan - Ailean (m) - Ann, Anna - Anna (f) 
Andrew - Anndra (m) Angus - Aonghas (m) -Donald - 
Dòmhnall (m) -Helen - Eilidh (f)-Iain - Iain (m) -Joseph - 
Eòsaph (m) -Margaret - Mairead (f) -Mary - Màiri (f)-
Michael - Mìcheal (m) -Nancy - Nansaidh (f) Susan - 
Siùsaidh (f) -Ranald, Ronald - Raghnall (m)

 One of the best websites: www.bbc.co.uk/alba/
foghlam/beagairbheag/ . Has lessons, stories, 
pronunciations by gaelic speakers and lots more. 
Check it out.

GÀIDHLIG/GAELIC PHRASES

Letters are eagerly solicited and will be gratefully 
received....on any subject. 

We reserve the right to make final decisions on 
publication for reasons of grammar, space, subject 
matter and legal or other considerations.
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LOOKING AT A ROADMAP
Hereʼs a slice of the Moidart district showing the highway towards  
the castle area. Beside the word “Moidart” is the small settlement 
of Kinlochmoidart which, as the Gaelic says, is at the ʻheadʼ of 
ʻLakeʼ ʻMoidartʼ. Due West of that is Doirlinn and just to the North 
is the small island of Castle Tioram (unmarked). This map section 
is roughly West from Fort William.

The (MacDonald) Porter Family in front of the old MacDonald home in 
Pictou, Nove Scotia. In the photo, L to R Father Milton Porter, 
Darlene, Pat (or Patsy-Anne), Dan, Randy, David, Scott,  Mike, and 
Jaime (in front). Mother Mary (MacDonald) hid from the camera.
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SUBMISSIONS
    
   Letters, photos, drawings, articles, etc., may be 
sent in all the usual ways. We prefer submissions 
by computer file. Typed submissions may be sent 
as well, but remember they must be scanned and 
manipulated into our system. Anything that makes 
our task simpler is appreciated. No handwritten 
items unless exceptional circumstances.
    Photos and drawings may be sent electronically 
(jpeg or gif) or by mail. Again, try to make our lives 
simple as possible. No gigantic files please. Articles, 
letters, comments, etc. by mail or Internet.

A Special Dances With Wolves
   Hit the link here for the most beautiful rendition 
of this tune you’ll ever hear. And, if you can keep 
your eyes from misting, enjoy the video. A 
wonderful package!
Scottish scenes are accompanied by Dances with 
Wolves music performed by The Royal Scots 
Dragoon Guards.This item is taken from the Spirit of 
the Glen Album available at iTunes.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dgZxdVJH8fc

Stone house on Church Street in Pictou, Nova Scotia. Said 
to be built in 1813 as an inn, family tradition holds that it’s 
facade was brought from Scotland as ship’s ballast and 
reconstructed. Exact copies of the house (complete with 
original attached kitchen and servants quarters) have been 
seen in Scotland’s Perthshire area by the Editor. 

This print is adapted from a drawing by L. B. Jenson. 

THE EFFECT OF THE PIPES
Bill Millin, a piper at the D-Day landings, died in August at the age of 88. He was among the first off the 
landing craft at Sword Beach behind his unlikely friend and Commander, Lord Lovat, Chief of Clan Fraser 
and the fearless leader of the 1st Special Service Brigade (Commandos) now storming the Normandy coast 
in the first waves of attack. Fraser ordered, “Give us a tune, piper.” Millin obliged with Hielan’ Laddie, of 
which Lovat approved. Then, half jokingly, Millin asked if he should march up and down the beach in the 
traditional piper manner. Lovat thought that a lovely idea and requested he do it to Road to the Isles. Millin, 
figuring he might as well be as mad as his Commander, did so, swaying up and down the edge of the sea, 
feeling the ground shaking under him from mortar shells and having the dead bodies of his companions 
washing against his legs.
   Somehow he survived the day, piping whenever he was called upon, once leading his buddies across a 
bridge with shrapnel pinging off its metal sides -“the longest bridge I ever piped across”, said Millin- and 
refusing to run when a Commander of another Commando unit urged him to do so. “Pipers walk when they 
play”, said Millin.
   He learned that many times he had been in the sights of a German sniper, but they never fired at him. The 
captured snipers said they thought he was a madman and they took pity on him. His pipes were not so lucky. 
Damaged by shrapnel, they later suffered a direct hit to the chanter and the drone when he laid them down in 
the grass for a bit. The last tune they played was for a small red-headed French girl who asked him to play  
some music as the unit passed her farm.  Millin gave her The Nut-Brown Maiden.
   He eventually donated the slain pipes to a war museum commemorating the battles in the vicinity.

   Millin returned often to the area after the war, visiting 
the bridge and even piping across on several 
occasions. On one such visit, outfitted in full Highland 
regalia and carrying the pipes in his arms, he was 
approached by an elegant, red-haired woman “of a 
certain age” who planted a big kiss of remembrance on 
his cheek.
   The Millin family had emigrated to Canada after the 
First World War but were unable to make a go of it and 
returned to Scotland when Bill was only 2 years old. 
This Glasgow policeman’s son always talked as though 
he was protected by the pipes. He knew he wasn’t 
going to die on the Normandy beach. “Piping was too 
enjoyable” he reckoned.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgZxdVJH8fc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgZxdVJH8fc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgZxdVJH8fc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgZxdVJH8fc

